Driving innovation for SAP HANA
Workloads through IBM Power
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We accomplished this by providing a range of
well-architected solutions and services that
includes:-

Introduction
It’s time to make some critical decisions! 2027 is
not far away, and the deadline to migrate TO
SAP HANA and SAP S/4 HANA is looming. Yes, in
5 years, SAP will discontinue support for all
earlier ERP applications and databases.
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If you are currently running mission-critical SAP
Workloads, there are three factors you
should consider:
Migrating to SAP HANA
Choosing the ideal infrastructure to host it
An implementation partner who could help
you achieve new levels of speed, reliability,
and innovation, which brings us to our
introduction.
SBA Info Solutions, often known as SBA, provides
a broad range of dependable IT services and
security solutions for data center, cloud, and
information security practices for BFSI,
Manufacturing, Infrastructure, IT & ITES, and
institutional businesses.

With over 60+ Partnerships with industryleading OEMs, we are experts in Next-Gen
Information Security, Cloud Services and
Data Center Modernization . Owing to our
extensive domain expertise in IT security
practices and process knowledge in IT service
delivery, we have experience managing over
300+ PAN India project installations.

As a three-decade-year-old prominent
technology partner and consultant, we have
enabled businesses to use technology
effectively and securely.

www.sbainfo.in

End-user
computing

We strive to provide cutting-edge technological
solutions and have a long-standing tradition of
providing
enterprise
and
midmarket
organizations with innovative solutions that
meet the demands of modern hybrid workloads.
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Our mission:
The importance of an idea cannot be ignored as
that shapes a systematic path toward success
and an outcome. With an eye on achieving our
mission, we stand on delivering access to
world-class services and domain expertise to
every organization we work with. With the
prospect of advancing to a position of
innovation and leadership in providing elite IT
products and services, we consider it our
mission to
Exceed the expectations of our customers
Provide future forward consulting aided by an
end-to-end service delivery
Create a workplace of learning, excellence,
and growth

How are we traveling towards this
mission?
Our ITIL-certiﬁed employees assist us in utilizing
frameworks to establish the proper procedures
concerning incidents, problems, and change
management policies. For our customers,
managing the knowledge bases will result in
quicker incident resolution. Hence it will always
remain our priority. The quickest yet well-tested
ﬁx is applied to mitigate every so Our clients can
relax knowing that their information and assets
are safeguarded with the utmost conﬁdentiality
and integrity.
Last but not least, our goal is to maximize the
value of every implementation and help our
clients get the most out of their ﬁnancial
investments.

www.sbainfo.in

SAP HANA: Purposebuilt to amplify your
abilities
SAP HANA, as you must know, is different from
other database management systems (DBMS) in
the market today because it combines online
analytical processing (OLAP) and online
transactional processing (OLTP) and stores data
in column-based tables in the main memory. It
matters because it enables your organization to
process enormous amounts of data with almost
zero latency, query data instantly, and become
entirely data-driven. Thanks to the columnoriented in-memory database design, you can
execute powerful analytics and fast transactions
on the same system.
By minimizing data moves and making the most
of the hardware's capabilities, the SAP HANA
in-memory, multi-model data management
engine boosts application speed and agility while
analyzing real-time data.
Data points and sources:
Standard business records, such as contracts
and spreadsheets
User Experience/User Interface (UX/UI)
encompasses client interactions like forms
on websites, emails, and more.
Mobile: data from your employees' and your
customers' mobile devices
Data from the numerous sensors in every
part of a business, from warehouses and
vehicles to shops and offices, is known as IoT
(Internet of Things).
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The implementation

There’s a catch!

SAP HANA can be implemented on-premises, in
the cloud, or as a hybrid system, combining the
privacy and control of an on-site system with
lower cost, more memory, and increased access
to the cloud, depending on the requirements of
your organization. It is easily scalable to ﬁt a
growing organization without compromising
security or stability, thanks to its capacity to
process vast amounts of data efficiently.

System memory's integrated transaction and
analytics processing heavily strains the
underlying server architecture. That means that
the success of SAP HANA deployments
depends on selecting the appropriate
infrastructure. Asim Khan, senior product
offering manager for SAP HANA on IBM
Systems, claims that businesses anticipate
considerable performance increases in data
processing with SAP HANA. "While employing an
in-memory database provides a signiﬁcant
performance improvement, the outcomes differ
greatly depending on the infrastructure. When
deploying SAP HANA, clients with limited
infrastructure
scalability
and
ﬂexibility
frequently face serious difficulties”.

Developers can create custom tools and
applications on the SAP HANA platform that
connects business logic, control logic, and the
database layer with unmatched performance.
SAP HANA in-memory, the column-oriented
architecture comprises database management,
application development, powerful analytical
processing, and ﬂexible data virtualization, in
addition to being designed for quick queries and
transactions.
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What’s the solution?
Thousands of organizations have switched to
the IBM Power Systems platform to accelerate
their transition to SAP HANA. We are seeing SAP
customers adopting IBM Power Systems rapidly
at various stages of the transition to the HANA
platform. Apart from the customers who are
new to SAP and are implementing greenﬁeld, a
large number of organizations have migrated
their SAP HANA environments from x86
infrastructure to IBM Power Systems and have
switched to SAP HANA from traditional
databases.

Spatial

Federation

Data virtualization

www.sbainfo.in

Machine learning

Advanced analytics
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IBM Power Systems:
A growing seed
IBM Power is purpose-built for data-rich
applications
and
workloads,
providing
enterprise-class computing with the ﬂexibility of
hybrid cloud deployments - traditional
on- premises, private cloud, and public cloud.
Being a vast category in the ever-expanding IBM
legacy, IBM power has supported companies in
the past and present. It will continue to be an
asset to the companies that invest with them in
the future. Applicable to many different roles
worldwide and in various domains, IBM power
systems have relied on IBM services to function in
sync with all the collected data.
Since ﬁrst introduced in 1995, IBM Power has
become one of the most powerful server lines in
the world. The IBM Power line of servers is known
for its incredible performance and reliability. In
addition, IBM Power servers are some of the
market's most scalable and ﬂexible servers. They
are available in a wide range of conﬁgurations,
making them perfect for businesses of all sizes. If
you want a server that can handle anything you
throw at it, then an IBM Power server is a perfect
choice. Here you will look at the different aspects
of IBM Power servers, including their hardware,
operating system, and capabilities.
The RS6000 and AS400 servers used the ﬁrst
POWER processor, created at the end of the
1980s. The AS400 was created for OS400, while
the RS6000 ran IBM's version of Unix called AIX
(now IBM i). Long before the idea of an appliance
became popular in the market, these servers
were created to support the tight integration of
databases
and
applications
running
concurrently on one server. Later, the servers
would unite to form the POWER server family.

www.sbainfo.in

These servers can run AIX, IBM I and Linux in
their current incarnations.It can be done on
different servers or the same server with
another server. IBM's PowerVM virtualization
technology, which enables server partitioning, is
accomplished. This technology's adaptability is
its main strength. A virtual computer running on
PowerVM can have resources added and
removed.The minimal overhead is another asset
it has. Due to being integrated into the hardware, there is little difference in performance
from x86. This means that a POWER box doesn't
waste resources on virtualization and instead
uses them primarily for task execution.
The performance design of the POWER
processor is what gives it its distinctiveness. The
POWER7 processor detracted from this
approach and focused less on accelerating GHz
statistics. The overall performance was superior,
even at lower clock rates. One method IBM
achieved was increasing the number of threads,
which allowed more activities to be completed
every clock cycle. Performance improved with
extra threads.
Although the server's CPU is its beating heart,
other factors also affect how quickly the server
operates. A POWER CPU can run eight threads
per core, whereas an x86 processor typically
supports two threads per core. The key to
performance, however, lies not only in the
number of threads but also in the speed of
memory access and I/O transmission.
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SAP HANA infused
with IBM Power
Systems
SAP HANA is Fully and effectively supported on
IBM Power Systems. IBM's top big data platform
offers the same enterprise-grade performance
and The industry expects the following Power
Systems qualities:
Adaptability
Performance
Resilience

Enterprises need security that doesn't degrade
performance more and more as they grow
innovative and modern. Large-scale ransomware attacks have caused millions of dollars in
damages to respected ﬁrms in the previous
year by forcing them to shut down their
operations, compromise their data, and even
ﬁle lawsuits. These attacks can have
long-lasting effects on customer perception,
worse than the months it may take to recover
ﬁnancially.
End-to-end security is a crucial component of
our most recent virtualized solution, IBM Power
Systems Virtual Server, and IBM Power servers.
We're looking at how big, and small enterprises
new to Power solutions might proﬁt from this
robust offering in IBM Power Systems Virtual
Server.

www.sbainfo.in

To a single x86 platform with rigorous
conﬁguration requirements. Power Systems is
made to assist corporate clients with their
mission-critical, in-memory analytics to drive
real-time business insights and reduce costs. The
product exploits power beneﬁts that are
well-known, Using SUSE Linux as its operating
system offers the most freedom, resilience, and
market performance. Customers can beneﬁt
from the enterprise-grade capabilities of IBM
Power System.Flexibility, resilience, and
performance are necessary for SAP HANA to
function.
Power Systems users don't need to adopt a
different technological platform to beneﬁt from
SAP HANA-based applications, such as
S/4HANA. Users can access data more quickly
thanks to SAP HANA on IBM Power Systems,
which also supports sophisticated business
insights and offers the possibility for increased
openness and innovation.
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The line between a particular processor
architecture and the CPU is hazy for many
consumers due to three decades of Intel Inside
marketing. With success, Intel essentially
invented ingredient branding. However, your
Apple iPhone or Android device does not have
an Intel chip; instead, it contains an ARM chip,
which stands for Advanced RISC Machines, and
RISC for Reduced Instruction Set Computer.
Interestingly, this is the same R from POWER,
which stands for Performance Optimization
With Enhanced RISC. The PowerPC (PPC),
which previously powered the Apple Macintosh
and still does so for many gaming consoles, is a
processor used in this way.
Long story short, there are many different
processors available, and even while some of
them (HP Itanium, Sun SPARC, for example) are
no longer in competition for the enterprise
market, IBM Power is still a contender.

Flexibility: With best-in-class virtualization
and capacity on demand, adaptation is
simple, allowing expansion without the need
to purchase and set up a new server. SAP
HANA may coexist with conventional SAP
workloads on an accessible IBM server and
Power and storage equipment
Resilience: with maximum availability and a
smart memory protection that can recognize
and identify and ﬁx potential issues before
the application notices them

The share
they can’t
get

x/86

Some advantages of SAP HANA on IBM are:

The share
they can’t
keep

Performance: Boost understanding with a
balanced system architecture for processing
data in memory. Massively parallel
processing and vectorization backed by
memory with high bandwidth. Long-term
throughput evidence of commercial
workload leadership

IBM Power on SAP HANA
and its competitors

www.sbainfo.in
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SBA and IBM :
There’s “Power”
in shared history

This alliance with IBM has enabled us to bring in
solutions and services that can effectively tackle
difficulties faced by every IT Leader today.
Features we have enabled with the IBM server
and storage suite of solutions.

SBA and IBM are two organizations with a
shared legacy you can trust, for greater
sustainability and the future of your business.
SBA, as mentioned, has a stacked history and
has been a transformation agent to the
numerous ﬁrms it consults and works with. IBM
comes from a similar, yet larger background
and a vast history, standing for a century of
doing business in the segment of powering the
world’s elite businesses.
When you are exploring implementation of SAP
HANA, this is a duo you need for the impact your
business needs to stand out from the rest of
your competition. SBA is a gold business
partner with IBM and together, we have
ﬂourished in meeting client requirements and
growing into the industry. We have completed
numerous successful outcomes with the
following tasks:
An integrated portfolio of IT services
Solutions for data center
Cloud and information security practices
for BFSI, Manufacturing, Infrastructure, IT
& ITES, and Institutional organizations
Emerging
Technologies
Next-Gen
Information SecurityCloud Services & Data
Center Modernization

High-performance redundancy- A single
point of failure is avoided by using 12 NVMe
high-availability ﬂash devices in a 1U storage
enclosure drawer with fully redundant
canister components.
Scalable for an environment of any
size- Organizations may simply manage
smart, self-optimizing solutions that help
them solve storage difficulties as they
expand.
Affordable,
high-value
solutionCompression, new QLC ﬂash-based
technologies, and AI-powered predictive
analytics are all included in a bundle of
high-density ﬂash storage that is reasonably
priced.
Agile integration- Data migration with fully
integrated
system
administration,
application-aware data services, and
premium features like inline hardware
compression and AES encryption.
Multi-Cloud enabled- Create multi-cloud
solutions or migrate between supported
cloud providers.
Rock-solid resilience- With immutable,
isolated copies that cannot be changed or
deleted but can be swiftly restored to facilitate recovery, Safeguarded Copy shields our
data from cyberattacks.
Strong security- IBM FlashCore proprietary
modules offer high-capacity storage for
improved computing, storage, and security.

www.sbainfo.in
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Our target is to maximize the value of every
implementation and help our clients get the
most out of their ﬁnancial investments. As a
service provider, SBA aims to guarantee that
our client's services are highly secure, function
at their peak, and are available at all times. It is
accomplished by strict adherence to
procedures and ongoing service level
improvement.

Why choose us:
Flexibility, resilience
and performance
Flexibility: In the workplace, ﬂexibility
signiﬁes having the capacity to adjust
quickly to brand-new situations as they
materialize. Our ﬂexible team can adapt
their strategies to avoid or get around
unforeseen challenges.
We view ﬂexibility in the workplace/
practices as a strength, and we place a high
value on employees who can quickly show
that they can adjust deftly to a changing
environment. Working with adaptive team
members whose skill sets overlap makes
projects with many moving parts easier to
handle. Adjusting to unexpected changes
means you can do so without slowing down
or becoming stressed. No matter your job
description, you may progress and grow
alongside your ﬁrm if you have the ﬂexibility
to change your function within a team to
achieve your goals better.
To build a path that shines for you, we keep
ourselves
ﬂexible
and
have
our
adaptiveness to assist you through any
period to grow and not have to worry about
your data and digital assets.
www.sbainfo.in

Resilience: When an organization can
overcome signiﬁcant obstacles and ﬂourish,
they have resilience, which is one character
we have here at SBA. This character shows
who we are and how we have changed and
grown through the years. We are frequently
tested with challenging events or everyday
stressors, which is a requirement. Although
other challenges may test an organization's
resilience, stress management is a good
sign of how well the organization is well
managed.
Our team has shown the ability to
anticipate, prepare for, respond and adapt
to evolutionary change and sudden
disruptions to get the better of our
competitors and prosper.
We know that successful businesses are
proactive and adaptive when faced with a
crisis and are ready for adversity. We show
a generalized capacity to investigate, learn,
and act without knowing in advance what
one will be called to act. We look to be like
those resilient ﬁrms and prepare for
difficult situations. We have cherished our
employees and have some signiﬁcant
tie-ups with resilient global partners.
Performance:
We focus on three key outcomes:

Solution effectiveness
performance
Our ﬁnancial performance
Customer/ Partner value
performance.
We are proud to share that we’ve excelled on all
three fronts.
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SBA Powers SAP
HANA Migration for
a leading Automotive
Manufacturer

A stable platform to maximize continuous
manufacturing output
Maintain high availability

Why was SBA Info solutions
chosen? - Reasons
Proven domain knowledge and expertise

Our customer, headquartered in chennai, is one
of the leading automotive manufacturers in
India. For over 50 years, they have prospered
and we are proud to have traveled along in
their technology journey.

Consultative approach
Track record of successful IBM Server/
storage implementations.
Strong relationship with the client

Data migration from legacy to new platform

Infra Refresh for SAP Workloads
(Migration from Oracle to HANA)
Solution

Security vulnerabilities

Two crucial aspects of the end solution:

Challenges faced by the customer

Data integration

Disaster recovery
Data center

Their business requirements:
A platform that integrates with their
current infrastructure while simultaneously
optimizing it for the betterment of the near
future.
Scaling in an affordable manner

Solution components
Proposal
Servers

New

Primary Storage

Existing V7000

Secondary Storage

New 5030 Array (DC)

DR Site

New 5030 Array (DR)

10G/1G Network
1G

10G

10G

HMC

950-1

950-2

DC Deployment
Layout-IBM

Redundant SAN Fabric

Existing FC Tape
Library

IBM Primary Storage
for SAP (Existing V7000)

IBM Sec Storage for
SAP (New 5030 Array)

IBM - Conﬁdential

www.sbainfo.in
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DR Deployment Layout-IBM
10G/1G Network
1G
10G

HMC

E950-DR
16G FC
TAPE
DRIVE

IBM DR Storage for
SAP (New 5030 Array)

Deployment Layout DC & DR
Host Based Replication

DC
10G N/W Switch

10G N/W Switch

S2

S1

HMC
HMC

SUSE HA

SAN Switch

SAN Switch

New 5030 Array

Tape Library

Business beneﬁts obtained by
the client
Ability to provision faster- Depending on
business needs, accommodate changes to
the SAP HANA platform resources on the
ﬂy
Affordable scaling
Maximized uptime- Reduce planned downtime with virtual persistent memory

www.sbainfo.in

S1

Tape-drive

Redundant SAN

Existing Storage V7000

DR

New 5030 Array

New developments
for SAP HANA on
IBM Power
With the in-memory architecture feature,
HANA is known to consume many system
resources. When we do not adequately monitor
the production systems, the system may
become
overwhelmed
by
excessively
parallelized applications, memory leaks, or SQL
statements that were not restricted enough,
resulting in an OOM (out of memory) dump. No
system is exempted from this behavior, which

sales@sbainfo.in
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can also occur. Additionally, the demand on the
system can be managed for operations like
merging, partitioning, and consistency checks.Threshold events set off several automatisms.
The dynamic workload management or
parameters control other actions.How will you
deal with it?
Workload: A comprehensive picture
Takeaway for Dyn.
Workload parameters
Businesses that run every aspect of their
business using SAP software view AP as a
mission-critical application. Customers that
demand high capacity, high performance, high
availability, and high reliability to support and
optimize their SAP support infrastructure have
been turning to IBM Power Systems to meet
their needs to maintain their business's
efficiency and at the lowest cost/value possible.
Over 3500 customers use SAP on Power
Systems,

supported by scale-out and scale-up
implementations based on POWER8, POWER9,
and recently certiﬁed POWER10 technology.
PowerVM, the industry leader in virtualization,
and a variety of Linux options from SUSE and
RedHat are also used to support these
implementations.
The Power Systems E1080, based on the
POWER10 CPU, which is the fastest Power
processor and outperformed the IBM POWER9
processor in performance by 1.3x, was
introduced and made available by IBM in 2021.
It has up to 240 cores and 64TB of memory. In
SAP note 2188482 published on March 3, 2022.
An SAP account is required to read the SAP
note, SAP announced the certiﬁcation of the
Power System E1080. The certiﬁcation is for a
single SAP HANA instance with up to 23TB of
storage and 120 cores. With SAP HANA
supporting 955,050 SAPs, this is a performance
for 8 socket systems that breaks all previous
records.

IBM Power E1080 sets world record 8-socket two-tier SAP SD
standard application benchmark result1
World record 8-socket performance

1000000

955,050 SAPS vs 670,830 SAPS for
best x86 8-socket result

950000

More performance per core

900000

850000

800000

16 SOCKETS
448 CORES
152.5K USERS
877k SAPS

16 SOCKETS
448 CORES
157K USERS
893k SAPS

8 SOCKETS
120 CORES

4X vs 16-socket Intel2

174k USERS
955k SAPS

2.7X vs 8-socket Intel4
The most ﬂexible and reliable SAP HANA
platform5

750000

Power E 1080 servers scale to 16
sockets

700000
HPE Superdome Flex

#2020029
16P/448C/896Th

Google Cloud

Power E1080 8-socket

#2021008
16P/448C/896Th

#2021059
8P/120C/960Th

100 SAPS = 2.000 fully business processed order line items per hour

www.sbainfo.in
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For
the
future
of
companies
the
implementation of SAP HANA is the way
forward to store all your data and have it
occupy less space in your inventory. The
integration with the top quality you need is what
you will get from IBM

Thus it is essential to look into Power Systems
when you transition to an SAP HANA
environment because of its value. Although
many believe that Power Systems are more
expensive,
the
reality
is
that
the
implementation typically results in lower
implementation
costs
than
alternative
architectures because less "hardware" is
required to support the production and
development/test environments thanks to large
capacity vertical scaling, high performance,
highly
effective
virtualization,
and
industry-leading reliability. Additionally, SAP
fully supports Power Systems for on-premises
deployments via their HANA Enterprise Cloud
(HEC), IBM PowerVS Cloud, and RISE for
SAP HANA.

The most recent improvements to Power
Systems, Linux distributions, and SAP HANA
continue to show how committed IBM Power,
Linux distributors, and SAP are to working
together and increasing the beneﬁts of
operating SAP HANA on Power over other
platforms. This might be interpreted as "do
more with less, better." All customers in all
industries are implementing SAP HANA as a
mission-critical application.
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As you can see, the number of SAP S/4HANA subscribers worldwide is on a steady rise and more
sooner than later, you will have no chance but to jump on the innovation bandwagon.
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When you are
considering
migration, these
are the questions
to ask.

What's the right migration strategy for my
organization?
Is
my
organization's
SAP
homogeneous or heterogeneous?

ecosystem

Is my company's target infrastructure onpremises or cloud?
What are my team's skill sets?
How old is my organization's legacy system?

For further information or queries,
you can reach out to us here.

#19, SBA House, 46th Street,
Manthope Colony, Ashok Nagar,
Chennai, Tamil Nadu - 600083, India
sales@sbainfo.in
+91 95001 37169

